FULFILL your POTENTIAL

Summer Yoga Academy
1st JULY 2020 - 29th AUGUST 2020

SUMMER YOGA ACADEMY
by Cal Reiet
After a very successful SUMMER YOGA ACADEMY last year, we have again
invited a team of skillful Yoga teachers into our sanctuary.
With their different backgrounds, they will share a powerful practice with
you in a joyful atmosphere.
Yoga at Cal Reiet is for everyone! It will help you live in the present moment.
You will relieve stress and gain flexibility and mobility. You will feel stronger
and sense more inner calm and awareness in your daily life.
We invite you to take this unique opportunity to either start or improve your
Yoga practice by attending some - or all - lessons of our guest teachers.
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* Morning classes: dynamic practice
Afternoon classes: Yin, restorative, meditation & Pranayama

Guest teachers
Cal Reiet teachers

Class prices

Cal Reiet’s Table

Cal Reiet guests: free
External clients: 20€ / class
Special summer pass: 120€ / 7 classes

Yoga + breakfast buffet: 40€
Yoga + Sunday brunch: 50€

Liliane Meier
& Diana Nicoli
1st July - 10th July

Diana
Nicoli
is
an
experienced Hatha Yoga
teacher,
studying
for
almost 20 years and
being able to learn from
amazing teachers such
as Doris Echlin, Anna
Troekes, Eckhard Wolz,
Swami Chetanananda and
Ela Thole. Diana’s style is
defined by clarity, empathy
and joy. In her classes, she
creates a space where
you experience serenity,
confidence and inspiration.
Her teachings embrace
body, mind and soul to
empower you to live a
fulfilled and joyful life.
For Liliane, Yoga is a tool that accompanies her on her personal journey, in
every dimension.
Being able to share her personal experiences with students, inspiring them
and growing with them all help her understand that she herself will always
be a student. Her classes are an intuitively inspired blend of Vinyasa, Hatha,
Katonah, meditation and Pranayama. Her goal is that her students, through
practice, are able to recognize where they stand in their lives and what they
need.

www.yogastark.ch
www.littleyoga.ch

Regina Rhythm
10th July - 12th July

Cacao & Kirtan Ceremony

Regina is a Spanish London based talented multi-ethnical
percussionist, singer and songwriter. Her work for the last 20 years
has been to share music into the community as a way for connection,
expression and personal growth. She creates immersive experiences
combining all her tools in a ceremonial way, opening a space to
reach inner freedom, transformation and the flow of creativity.
“Fluye” is an active dance meditation based on the synchronicity between
movement and breath, spinal-flow, chakra-spiral, hands activation and
sound projection along with live music. We move to the slow rhythms of
nature to bring harmony to ourselves. We aim for the release of internal
blockages, activation of our energy wheels and transformation by
allowing the body to flow to the rhythms of the drums and live music.
The ‘Cacao & Kirtan’
ceremony will be an
invitation to step into the
temple of the heart and
connect to the silence
needed to relax and slow
down, bringing balance
and harmony for our
mind, body and spirit.

Friday, 10th July: 8:30-9:45 Fluye: connecting with the body while being in the
state of flow through movement & rhythm.
Saturday, 11th July: 18:00-19:45 Cacao & Kirtan Ceremony.
Sunday, 12th July : 8:30-9:45 Regina`s mantras during the Yoga class with Petra.
reginarhythm@gmail.com

Petra Bensland
12th July - 26th July

Petra Bensland, co-founder of Cal Reiet and Yoga Elements Zürichsee,
started exploring Yoga in 2009. She has devoted herself and dedicated
her life to conscious living. This certified Yoga teacher since 2012 with a
200h TT RYT at the Centered Yoga Thailand in classical Yoga with Paul
Dallaghan, never stopped learning, as she also completed the 200h TT RYT
Pranayama program with Paul Dallaghan and Sri O.P. Tiwari at the Centered
Yoga Thailand and the advanced 200 TT with Michael Hamilton at Airyoga
Switzerland.
What she enjoys the most about founding Cal Reiet and Yoga Elements
Zürichsee is to offer platforms for contemplative practices so that visitors
can experience and practice a way to become more centered, move
towards health and the rewarding path towards self-realization.

www.yoga-elements.ch

Heidi
Aemisegger

27th July - 6th August

Heidi Aemisegger, also known as Dhyāyinī, was a choreographer with over
20 years of stage experience before teaching Yoga. This led her to develop
a very deep relationship with movement. For many years she studied with
the world-famous Pranayama teachers Sri O.P. Tiwari and Paul Dallaghan,
becoming an experienced Ashtanga and Jivamukti Yoga teacher.
Dhyāyinī’s authentic and holistic approach inspires passionate selfexploration and self-healing. She devotes herself fully to the path of Yoga
and spiritual development and fills the world with her light.
www.dayayoga.ch

Helene Blomkvist
7th August - 17th August

Helene Blomkvist brings a tangible magic to the mat. Her soft yet powerful
presence as a Yoga teacher has deep roots in her inspired creative life
where Yoga infuses everything she does. Helene offers Hatha, Restorative
and Yoga Nidra, all held in the embrace of the forces of nature and its five
elements. To do Yoga with Helene is like stepping into a ritual of sensual
beauty as a doorway to wonders.

www.yyoga.se

Nabs Hadi
17th August - 29th August

Nabs Hadi is a traditionally trained Yoga teacher with over 15 years of
teaching experience and part of a rich Yoga lineage. His aim is to bring
you the complete Yogic experience including the physical, mental and the
spiritual practices using the tools within The Eight Limbs of Yoga. Nabs is
also trained in the classical Pranayama practice (regulation of the breath)
with The Kuvaliyananda lineage by his teachers Sri O.P. Tiwariji and Paul
Dallaghan.
Nabs is British, however he was born into a Sufi family in Kurdistan from the
Naqishbandi lineage, therefore spirituality has been in his blood. Nabs also
possesses a natural tendency for subtle energy work from an innate ability
in mediumship. As a spiritual healer he is used as a conduit by spirit to pass
on their healing energies from their reality to ours in a hope to bring clarity
and healing to individuals within our world.

www.nabsyoga.com

BE PRESENT

DO YOGA

